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When contemporary writers overly conscious of their genre undertake to replicate 
a similar project as the historic books that they appreciate, it’s hard to bail them 
out. So it’s less than surprising that in Mark Rotella's first book, "Stolen Figs," a 
travel memoir by a Publisher’s Weekly editor, chapters become islands unto 
themselves and anecdotes are indifferent to the benefits of a progressively 
illuminating narrative. The book functions more like a collection of small, 
disconnected Italian villages, where the inhabitants rarely leave and time is 
sipped slowly like the morning espresso.  

The author frames his travels around his Calabrese origin: first dragging his 
father to their ancestral hometown of Gimigliano, then staying with long-lost 
relatives, and eventually traveling throughout the region with a soothsayer-cum-
father-figure called Giuseppe. Mr. Rotella is only half-Italian but remarks on how 
he had always felt that his dark hair and olive skin branded him “foreign” to the 
Floridians in his American hometown happy to exoticize him. Greek, Arabic, 
Jewish, and French influences are obvious on the Calabresi; that’s one of the 
most fascinating aspects of a people who populate and hail from the picturesque 
yet seldom-visited region in the South of Italy. The motley stew of influences also 
shows up in the multitude of dialects, which can even confuse many Italians. 
Italy, of course, is a collection of regions, not a culturally homogeneous country 
wholly responsible for Ragu tomato sauce. 
 
Calabria, for its part, has forever lagged behind the sophisticated progress of the 
North, and even Naples. Mr. Rotella calls it Italy's neglected child: a beautiful 



land abused by earthquakes, droughts, and all the nearby civilizations that 
sought to dominate it over centuries. With a jagged landscape, Calabria brags 
mountains, shorelines, and hidden crevices bursting with tufa, "a hard porous 
rock" that, as "the foundation of most coastal Calabrese villages," feels "like 
coral" but is "almost as light as pumice." But on the conceptual importance of 
such issues, Mr. Rotella opts not to wax philosophical but to quote Carlo Levi, 
whose memoir "Christ Stopped at Eboli" gave literary life to the people of 
Southern Italy while unfortunately branding them as rigid, custom-driven 
peasants. Mr. Rotella reminds us that "to this day, many northerners see 
[Calabria] this way: bereft of culture and economy, a burden to the rest of Italy." 
However, he could have taken his readers on this thought-journey without trying 
to amp up his value as a literary figure by using the words of others. He only 
accomplishes a goal at war with his intentions with this technique. 

Poverty drove many Calabresi to immigrate to the Americas in the 20th century, 
and most Italian-Americans are either Neapolitan or Calabrian. These are facts. 
Today many contradictory young Calabresi leave their “stubborn” parents in 
mountain villages to earn money from the “tourism riches” of the coastline, often 
simultaneously considering a year in Milan or Turin as "living abroad." Whether 
or not such generalizations are true any longer (and I doubt that they are, at least 
in this convenient packaging), Calabrians are also known for being obstinate or 
“having a ‘testa dura’ (hard head).” Many, according to Mr. Rotella, have trouble 
trusting the world due to their region's history of invasion; and many are still 
equally unconcerned with what Americans might refer to as “getting ahead.” In 
the village of Rizziconi, for instance, Mr. Rotella learns that one local business 
owner doesn't seem to care about losing a full day of phone calls because she 
forgot to switch off her fax machine. There’s always tomorrow. We work to live, 
not the other way around. 

Reading Mr. Rotella's book, you experience quite viscerally the food of the 
region: sharp soppressata, just-killed lamb, picante paste, and, of course, chewy 
figs, which he romanticizes in a deftly painted scene wherein Giuseppe robs a 
local homeowner of his backyard fruit, claiming the crime enhances taste: that 
your tongue can discern adventure. Turn the page and you see a land kept down 
by a strong but fairly invisible Mafia hold. You aren't shielded from roadside 
whores or from the animal instinct in the peoples’ blood; Mr. Rotella admits that 
his grandfather killed a man to win the love of his grandmother. "The flower of the 
fig is buried deep within the fruit," Mr. Rotella writes in a rare, telling moment. "As 
with Calabria herself, the beauty isn't always apparent on the surface."  
 
To appreciate Calabria, you have to imagine all that she has weathered. You 
have to build a narrative from an eighteenth-century doorway around which an 
entirely new house has been built; a stone wall sprouting weeds in its mortar that 
serves as the backdrop to a vegetable garden; a pile of rocks that, at one point, 
was a temple in one of the largest, most powerful cities in Magna Graecia. 
 



Mr. Rotella has his history down, to be sure, and he doesn't fear to regularly note 
the excellence of travel literature writers who preceded him: Gay Talese and 
Barbara Grizzuti Harrison, to name two. Yet, for all of his personal interest in 
tapping his (desired literary) roots, the book is driven by a thin plot that's far from 
unique: Who doesn't search for his roots at mid-life? It's touching that Guiseppe 
carts Mr. Rotella around the peninsula, but Mr. Rotella never really plumbs the 
depths of the meaning of this relationship and why he needs it. On the whole 
there is very little personal reflection beneath the surface concerns of family and 
its simplest version of identity. The tale seems like an easy-driving vehicle, one 
used only to describe the destination that birthed the author’s ancestors. 
 
That is hardly a disastrous strategy in travel articles, but a memorable memoir or 
true piece of travel literature without a traditional narrative needs either unique 
personal discoveries like those of Mr. Talese, whose "Unto the Sons" charts in 
mesmerizingly colorful detail his Italian-American heritage, or poetic, 
philosophical turns on the idea of location, like those of the late Grizzuti Harrison, 
whose poetically observational epic "Italian Days" is about much more than a 
region's history, making friends, or enjoying a village's delicacies. 
 
Sadly, Mr. Rotella has shown his own testa dura here by keeping his deepest 
thoughts to himself and choosing instead to write a public celebration in quick, 
polished magazine-ready prose. His many references to greater writers only put 
the reader in mind of what he just might have done with the potent facts and 
history of Calabria had he been less conscious of the publishing marketplace. 
 
Mr. Baer's work has appeared in Travel + Leisure and the New York Times Book 
Review, among other publications. 

 


